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As this is the first Monday of the month, please consider sharing the Monthly Kick-O� activity, and if 
appropriate, video at www.everymondaymatters.org. 

Internet access via computers or tablets, one per each group of 2-4 students; Blank paper; Pencils 
or pens.

Total Prep Time: 5 mins.

Students learn about “HOSTING” and food from other cultures.

WEEK 1

GOALS FOR THE WEEK
• Discover how we can share ourselves and our passions with others
• Find ways to help others feel comfortable being themselves
• Build community by creating new ways to learn about other people, their lives, and their “CULTURES”
• Understand how “HOSTING SOMETHING” is an important part of this month’s theme, “MONDAY 
 GETS CULTURED”

15+
MIN



1) SHARE THE NAME OF THIS ACTIVITY WITH STUDENTS: “FOOD FACTS”

STUDENT ACTIVITY:
“FOOD FACTS”

• What is “CULTURE”?
– Answer: The customs, arts, and social institutions of a particular group of people
• What “CULTURE” or “CULTURES” do you identify with?
• What is your favorite thing about your “CULTURE”?
• Do you and your family have any special “CULTURAL” traditions?
– What is one of them?
• Are there any events or activities you do as a part of your “CULTURAL” heritage or identity?
• Have you ever “HOSTED” anything that’s related to your “CULTURE” before?
• Are there any particular “CULTURAL” traditions that come along with “HOSTING SOMETHING”?
• What are some “FOOD” traditions in your “CULTURE”?
• How can “HOSTING SOMETHING” related to “FOOD” help you “GET CULTURED”?
• How can learning about di�erent “CULTURES”, “HOSTING” practices, and “FOOD” help you remember 
 that all of us MATTER?

• Explain: 
– All of us come from and identify with di�erent “CULTURES”
– Each “CULTURE” has their own traditions, including traditions around “FOOD”
– Today, we are going to take a deeper look at “FOOD” from di�erent “CULTURES” and what it’s like to  
 “HOST SOMETHING” related to “FOOD”
• Ask:
– Do you have a special “FOOD” that you eat that represents your “CULTURE”? 
– Have you ever tried “FOOD” from another “CULTURE” that you really enjoyed? 
– Are you ready to start “GETTING CULTURED” and learn about di�erent ways to “HOST SOMETHING”?

ASK 1-3 QUESTIONS FROM THE LIST BELOW TO WARM STUDENTS UP ON THE 
ACTIVITY’S FOCUS:
 *NOTE: Choose questions appropriate to your students' ages, grades, ability levels, and classroom goals. Students  

 may share their answers in pairs, small groups, or as a large group.

2)

SET UP THE “FOOD FACTS” ACTIVITY:3)

• Divide students into small groups of 2-4 students
• Pass out computers or tablets so that each group has a way to research online, plus blank paper and  
 pencils or pens
• Explain: 
– When we “HOST SOMETHING”, we often have “FOOD” available
– Or, we might “HOST SOMETHING” all about “FOOD”, like a dinner party, potluck, or picnic
– Today, we are going to spend some time looking up and learning about “FOOD” from di�erent 
 “CULTURES”
– That way, we can learn a little more about the way others “HOST” events related to “FOOD” around
 the world
• Quickly brainstorm some ways that students can research online, such as using Google to search the  
 following terms: Cultural “FOOD”, “FOOD” from ______ (country or place), certain types of “FOOD”
 or traditions, etc.
• Make sure students understand the instructions and ask them to begin searching for information about  
 “FOOD”, “HOSTING” traditions, and “CULTURAL” practices from around the world, and to write some  
 interesting “FACTS” on their papers or take notes on what they find

START THE “FOOD FACTS” ACTIVITY:4)
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• Did you enjoy researching di�erent “FACTS” around “FOOD” and “HOSTING” traditions from around 
 the world?
• What is something that you learned that excited you?
• Did you see any “FOOD” that you are excited to try?
• Were any “CULTURAL” practices or “HOSTING” traditions especially interesting to you?
• Would you like to travel to other places to try their “FOOD”? 
– Where would you go and why?
• Do you have a family or “CULTURAL” “FOOD” tradition you would like to share with others?
– How could you do this?
– Do you think you could “HOST SOMETHING” so others could learn more about your “CULTURE”?
• How can you keep learning about di�erent “CULTURES”, their “FOOD”, and their “HOSTING” 
 traditions?
– How does learning this information help you remember or realize that WE all MATTER?

AFTER THE ACTIVITY, ASK 1-3 OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS TO HELP STUDENTS 
REFLECT ON WHAT THEY’VE ACCOMPLISHED AND HOW THEY CAN TAKE THIS FOR-
WARD:
*NOTE: Choose questions appropriate to your students' ages, grades, ability levels, and classroom goals. Students  

 may share their answers in pairs, small groups, or as a large group.

5)

THANK STUDENTS FOR LEARNING ABOUT THE “FOOD” AND “HOSTING” TRADITIONS 
OF OTHER “CULTURES” TODAY.

6)

CHALLENGE STUDENTS TO KEEP LEARNING ABOUT OTHER “CULTURAL” TRADITIONS 
AND TO ALSO DIG DEEPER INTO THEIR OWN “CULTURAL” IDENTITY AS THEY LEARN 
NEW WAYS TO “HOST SOMETHING” WITH AND FOR OTHERS.

7)

CONTINUE EXPLORING HOW TO “GET CULTURED” AND “HOST SOMETHING” BY LEAD-
ING ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING EXTENSION IDEAS.

8)

– Remind them this is their time to explore and learn new things, and challenge them to soak in their 
 knowledge and write down things they find they want to know more about, want to cook at home or try,  
 things they find interesting, etc.
• Allow students up to 10 minutes to research di�erent “FOOD” traditions and “CULTURAL” practices  
 related to “HOSTING” and “FOOD” from around the world
• When time is up, have each group share out an interesting “FACT” that they learned
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- MARCEL PROUST

THE REAL VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY IS 
NOT IN SEEKING NEW LANDSCAPES, 
BUT IN HAVING NEW EYES.
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EXTENSION 
IDEAS:   

 1) Class Food Feast: As a class, work together to “HOST” a “FOOD” feast. Students can either bring  
  something from their own “CULTURE” or bring something they found while researching. Have   
  students share about their “FOOD” and “CULTURAL” tradition and try new “FOOD” from other   
  “CULTURES” together. 
 2) Mock Feast: If it is not possible to bring in actual “FOOD” to class and have and have a feast, have  
  students do a mini research poster on one “CULTURAL” “FOOD” that they learned about, bring in  
  their poster, and have a mock feast where students can describe what this “FOOD” is like and how  
  they think it would taste. 
 3) Cultural Presentations: Have students find a creative way to share one “CULTURAL” “FOOD” that  
  they learned about with their classmates. Students can do a mini research poster, a small skit, a   
  song or rap, a video or informational presentation, or something else entirely.

DO ONE OR MORE OF THESE EXTENSION IDEAS TO BRING 
THE LESSON FROM 15 MINUTES TO 30 MINUTES OR MORE.
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